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Abstract

Innovation on e-assessment is presented. Here, 43 bachelor students’ conceptual definitions to a course schema related concepts are obtained by using a natural semantic network technique. This allowed implementing a constructive assessment technique of students’ that is complemented by a responsive assessment of student’s learning based on semantic priming studies. It is argued that by using both assessment approaches in a dynamic mutually constrained way a new alternative approach to e-assessment can be implemented. This system presents several innovative advantages that empower students and teachers to monitor what actually takes place over the trajectory of a student learning process.

1. Introduction

Generally speaking, alternative assessment of learning is addressed to find out what a student knows (like in computerized adaptive testing [1]) rather than on emphasizing what a student does not know (e.g. some computer instruction systems using standard testing of knowledge [2]). Contributions from a cognitive point of view to alternative assessment of learning have implemented tools to visually analyze mental representations changes due to learning like semantic networks [3, 4, 5] and comparable tools (concept mapping, tree diagrams, causal diagrams, etc. [6]). Computer testing of knowledge acquisition using these tools [7] empower teachers as well as students to consciously monitor controlled externalization of knowledge acquisition during a course by means of specific representational formats. This evaluation process to monitor students acquiring new semantic conceptual knowledge is termed cognitive constructive assessment and when it comes the case to asses e-learning from a cognitive point of view this is one of at least two forms of cognitive approaches to asses e-learning: A constructive approach and a responsive approach [8]. Here, responsive assessment of learning refers the possibility to measure unconscious and automatic learning processes underlying students’ knowledge organization by using reaction times (a main assumption in cognitive memory research [9]). There is, however, a main concern on using reaction times to measure students’ learning since it is believed that this approach to asses learning is prone to error and has no strong validity [8]. Rather, responsive assessment has been used to evaluate learning skills or used in applied fields of psychology like cognitive ergonomics or engineering psychology [10].

This limited state on responsive assessment, motivated new academic efforts to explore alternative assessment. For instance, Morales and colleagues [11, 12], recently reported a research project to innovate in educational technology by integrating responsive and constructive measurement in a single tool to evaluate online learning. They describe how a neural network can be implemented to identify whether students have integrated into their lexicon schemata related concepts (obtained by a constructive assessment approach [13]) from a school course by using semantic priming studies (a responsive assessment approach [14]). This neural network discrimination capacity is based on the idea that once a student has integrated knew knowledge in long term memory then a semantic priming effect is obtained from schemata related words only if they are long term stored (single word schemata priming [15, 16]). This cognitive time footprint empowers a neural net to discriminate among successful and non-successful students.

Even when their system might be understood as an orthogonal additive combination of constructive and responsive tools to asses learning, here it is argued that it is not so. Rather it is argued that this computerized assessment of learning represents a new form of e learning assessment where constructive and responsive assessment dynamically constrain themselves and validate each other due to its non-orthogonal contents. In order to show why this is so, some current research results obtained by this integrative approach will be presented next.
2. Method 1: A constructive assessment technique of learning

First, under this cognitive approach to evaluate knowledge acquisition, students’ semantic networks for course core concepts are obtained before and after course completion by using a technique called natural semantic network [13].

2.1. Instruments

The natural semantic network technique allows to obtain students’ conceptual definitions to relevant course concepts (called target concepts) by letting students to use other semantically related concepts (called definers). Specific constrains underlying the definition technique has been tested and shown to produce definitions for the represented objects based on their meaning and not on free associations or pure semantic category membership [17]. Figure 1 shows an example of after course students’ conceptual definitions to ten course schemata related target regarding Piaget’s theory (ACCOMMODATION, ASSIMILATION, ADAPTATION, etc.). In this technique some definers serve as definers for more than one target and are used to create an organized network of semantically that can be graphically represented by using specialized visual tools. To obtain the semantic net based as well as conceptual definitions to target concepts a specialized software implementation is used.

In order to show how to apply this network technique to constructively evaluate students’ learning let us use the appointed analysis not only by using conceptual definitions from the end of the course but also from the beginning of it. That is, their conceptual definitions to the same schemata related target concepts before and after a course.

3. Results method 1

Figure 2 shows how before a course students generated a kind of random mental representation but at the end they showed a well clustered semantic net (smallworld structure network type [18, 19, 20]). Notice that the semantic content is not considered but only the network structure. Several network metrics can be obtained (like cluster values and other network structure values [21]) revealing network structure differences due to learning. This is a consistent result in other courses we have analyzed in the same knowledge domain or other knowledge domains.
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Figure 2. Learning imposes structural changes underlying concept organization in a natural semantic network (small world network structure type).

If in between centrality values for each concept in the net are reflected by node size, then the most relevant concepts to produce connectivity and meaning can be observed when the net semantic content is considered. Figure 3 illustrates this aspect before and after course learning. Before the course, the concept “Animism” is for some reason the main concept to meaningfully describe Paget’s Theory. However, at the end of the course concepts like “Periods-Stages”, “Schema”, “Knowledge structure”, “Operations”, are according to teacher interviews desired central concepts to meaningful interpret such a theory.
A more in-depth analysis can be achieved by considering the centrality of specific connectivity. For instance, the concept structure seems to be more relevant to “period/stages” than the concept “schemas”. If this is really intended by a course on this topic will always depend on teaching goals. A teacher can adjust her/his lectures depending on this constructive assessment of learning.

Furthermore, following this constructive approach it is possible to use the same concept connectivity matrix underlying a visual GEPHI analysis to explore schemata properties underlying concept organization. For instance, it is possible to simulate emergent schemata behavior to visualize the effect of core concepts in the whole dynamics of schema organization [14, 22]. Here, an interesting option would be to observe how schemata behavior semantically self-organizes when one or more of concepts are omitted or altered.

The fact that students seem to reflect a different mental representation due to learning is not warranty that the new acquired knowledge will be stored in long term memory since short term retention of knowledge only to succeed an academic exam is a common practice among students. Moreover, Long-term retention of knowledge studies argue that students tend to only retain a reduced knowledge schema of previously tested knowledge [23, 24]. Since curricula agenda has course constrained times for testing knowledge acquisition, then it is not possible to wait for long periods to check for what is retained for students.

Next it is argued that by using a cognitive responsive approach these last concerns on using a constructive assessment can be explored for possible solutions.


As previously appointed, a main assumption of cognitive psychology is that cognitive live occurs in time. This is relevant to memory research because it implies that the way how information is stored, organized and retrieved in long term memory imprints a footprint over cognitive information processing time. For instance, by using memory research techniques like semantic priming studies it is possible to know if associative related word pairs like BREAD – BUTTER are long term stored in the human lexicon [25]. In turn, this is important for a response assessment of learning because if new learned schemata related words are stored in long term memory then recognition times for these concepts will be significantly different from other semantically related and non-related words (e.g. schemata priming [15,16], and this priming effect would imply long term retention of this information [26]. Consequently, there is no need to wait much time after a course to know if some new acquired knowledge will be retained in the long run.

4.1. Instrument

Thus, either by using schemata computer simulations or natural semantic nets or both approaches, it is possible to select schemata related concepts to be used in a semantic priming study. Oversimplifying on what semantic priming is, it can be said that these memory research studies measure recognition times of semantic relevant words. Here it is assumed that if a word is relevant for a student acquired schemata, then its recognition time be significantly different from other semantically related word or none related word recognition times.

Regarding the constructive assessment of knowledge acquisition shown in Figure 3 and 4, recognition latencies of a set of Paget’s theory schemata related words like the ones shown in table 1 can be compared to other semantic related (associatively) and none related words recognition latencies. This semantic priming study is applied before and after course. It must be appointed that schemata related words in table 1 are obtained from previous after course constructive assessment of students learning with the same teacher.
Table 1. Stimuli for the semantic priming study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Associative</th>
<th>Schema</th>
<th>Non-Related</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prime</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Prime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bee</td>
<td>Sting</td>
<td>Ape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airplane</td>
<td>Pilot</td>
<td>Sinus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center</td>
<td>Tooth</td>
<td>Prehistoric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day</td>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>Conceptual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globe</td>
<td>Globe</td>
<td>Formal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>Cold</td>
<td>Adaptation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onion</td>
<td>Tears</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheese</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>Accommodation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloth</td>
<td>Spider</td>
<td>Equilibrium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennis</td>
<td>Ball</td>
<td>Schema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>Sky</td>
<td>Epistemology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cow</td>
<td>Milk</td>
<td>Symbol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoke</td>
<td>Tobacco</td>
<td>Structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circus</td>
<td>Clown</td>
<td>Decentralize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheep</td>
<td>Wool</td>
<td>Intelligence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Results method 2

Left panel from Figure 6 shows the students’ performance in the semantic priming study before and after the course. An ANOVA analysis showed a significant main effect for word recognition F(1, 43) = 5.5809, p = 0.02275. Whereas recognition times for associatively related words before and after the course were not significantly different (F(1, 43) = 2.50, p = 0.1153), recognition of schema related was different at the beginning and at the end of a learning process (F(1, 43) = 15.33, p = 0.00031). For space reasons non related words are not shown, but they were recognized differently from both semantically related word sets. The right panel in Figure 6 shows bachelor students’ recognition times for schema related words based on conceptual definitions to ten target concepts from a computer usability course. It seems that second semester (no significant performance differences before and after the course) students already were familiar with the course content due to the context they were already submerged. That is even when students successfully passed the course they did not learned anything knew, they previously learned the course content by extra-curricular activities.

Figure 6. Students have faster recognition of schemata related words only after a course on Piaget’s theory (Left panel). If students possess previous knowledge of a course content (right panel, second semester) then no priming effects are obtained due to course training like in a course of beginners (right panel, first semester)

4. Discussion

A cognitive constructive assessment of learning (no matter the used tool) can be considered as a window to observe what actually takes place over the trajectory of a student learning. Then responsive assessment of learning according to the current research, supports or confirms long term consolidation of schemata behavior described by a constructive assessment approach. However, constructive and responsive measurement cannot be understood as separate or orthogonal additive factors to evaluate knowledge acquisition but as dynamic mutually constraining factors. For instance, in the previous examples of mental representations obtained by constructive assessment, these were used to develop responsive assessment of learning. In turn, responsive assessment serves to tune the contents to be evaluated in constructive assessment. For example, selecting a new schema for the second semester of computer usability (right panel in Figure 6).

Because of this schemata concept organization and its underlying net structure leave a footprint over response time patterns in each student, this empowers neural networks with a capacity to distinguish students who have integrated new information in their lexicon from those who did not as it is proposed by the Morales et al computerized system of e-assessment [12,13].

Two main additional aspects can be observed from this alternative method to assess learning: A) It is designed to evaluate what is learned by a student and not to evaluate what is not learned and B) The system evaluates how students signify an event or object due to learning, since natural semantic networks were created to explore how human mental representations underlie human meaning.

More research is on demand and at the current time this evaluation system is being implemented on line in three different main Universities of Mexico for research portpoises. It is intended to be scaled as a nationwide form of alternative assessment of e-learning capable to provide simplified reports of cognitive constructive knowledge acquisitions to teachers on several knowledge domains from different geographic regions (cultural differences in terms of meaning are expected). It will also provide a service to evaluate students’ long term retention of knowledge acquisition through responsive assessment of e-learning.
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